Wavelength dependence of electronic relaxation in isolated adenine using UV femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy.
Electronic relaxation pathways in photoexcited nucleobases have received much theoretical and experimental attention due to their underlying importance to the UV photostability of these biomolecules. Multiple mechanisms with different energetic onsets have been proposed by ab initio calculations yet the majority of experiments to date have only probed the photophysics at a few selected excitation energies. We present femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectra (TRPES) of the DNA base adenine in a molecular beam at multiple excitation energies between 4.7-6.2 eV. The two-dimensional TRPES data is fit globally to extract lifetimes and decay associated spectra for unambiguous identification of states participating in the relaxation. Furthermore, the corresponding amplitude ratios are indicative of the relative importance of competing pathways. We adopt the following mechanism for the electronic relaxation of isolated adenine; initially the S(2)(ππ*) state is populated by all excitation wavelengths and decays quickly within 100 fs. For excitation energies below ∼5.2 eV, the S(2)(ππ*)→S(1)(nπ*)→S(0) pathway dominates the deactivation process. The S(1)(nπ*)→S(0) lifetime (1032-700 fs) displays a trend toward shorter time constants with increasing excitation energy. On the basis of relative amplitude ratios, an additional relaxation channel is identified at excitation energies above 5.2 eV.